ALLPRO PRODUCTS

WEED & FEED

STOP! READ THE ENTIRE LABEL FIRST. OBSERVE ALL PRECAUTIONS AND FOLLOW DIRECTIONS CAREFULLY.

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS
HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS

CAUTION: Harmful if swallowed. Harmful if absorbed through skin. Causes moderate eye irritation. Avoid contact with eyes, skin, or clothing. Wear long sleeved shirt, long pants, shoes, socks, and chemical-resistant gloves made of any waterproof material. Prolonged or frequently repeated skin contact may cause allergic reaction in some individuals.

FIRST AID

In eyes: Wash out thoroughly with water. Do not rub eyes. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.

In skin or clothing: Wash skin thoroughly with soap and water. Remove contaminated clothing immediately. Change affected clothing when it becomes contaminated. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.

Inhaled: Remove victim to fresh air. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.

ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS
This pesticide is toxic to fish and aquatic invertebrates and may adversely affect non-target plants. To protect the environment, do not allow pesticide to enter or run off into storm drains, drainage ditches, gutters or surface waters. Applying this product in calm weather when rain is not predicted for the next 24 hours will help to ensure that rain or wind does not blow or wash pesticide off the treatment area. Sweeping any product that lands on a driveway, sidewalk, or street. Jack onto the treated area of the lawn or garden will help stop run off to water bodies or drainage systems.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

This is a violation of Federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling. Do not allow people (other than applicator) or pets on treatment area during application. Do not enter treated area until dust has settled.

STORAGE: Store in original container in a locked storage area inaccessible to children and domestic animals. Do not store near food or feeds.

INSTRUCTIONS

Wood & Feed 13-0-3 controls a wide range of lawn weeds including dandelion, oxalis, knotweed, plantain, herb, spurge, and many others commonly found in home lawns. This product may be applied to established lawns of Bermuda grass, bentgrass, bahiagrass, centipedegrass, Kentucky bluegrass, Nootka, perennial ryegrass, ryegrass, and St. Augustine grass. Do not use on ornamental grasses. Do not apply this product to Foristall S. Augustinegrass in Florida. In addition, a 13-0-3 fertilizer provides plant nutrients or plant food.

GUARANTEED ANALYSIS

Total Nitrogen (N) ...........................................13%
Soluble Phosphorus (P2O5) ....................................13%

Derived from: Ammonium Sulfate and Muriate of Potash.

Information regarding the contents and levels of metals in this product is available on the internet at: http://www.sapco.org/metal.htm

WEEDS

BETSEYDO, B. MEDIC 	 CLOVER 	 KNOTWEED
BLACK MEDIC 	 DANDELION 	 LAMBRQUARTERS 
B. CHICKORY 	 DOCK 	 NAPERS 
B. ROGO 	 GROUND IVY 	 MALLOW
BEDBEEW 	 HEAL ALL 	 MORNING GLORY 

PARGHI 	 PEPPERGRASS 	 PERSIAN
PLANTAIN 	 POISON IVY 	 POISON OAK
POISON OAK 	 PURPLE 
PURPLE 

WILD CARROT 	 WILD GARLIC 	 WILD LETTUCE
WILD ONION 	 YARRAW 

LIMITED WARRANTY AND DISCLAIMER The manufacturer warrants that the chemical composition of this product conforms to the ingredient statement given on the label, and that the product is reasonably suited for the labeled use when applied according to the Directions for Use. MANUFACTURER NEITHER MAKES NOR INTENDS ANY OTHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING ANY WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, WHICH ARE EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMED. This limited warranty does not extend to the use of the product inconsistent with label instructions, warnings or cautions, or to use of the product under abnormal conditions such as drought, excessive rainfall, floods, hurricanes, etc. These factors are beyond the control of the manufacturer or the seller. Any damages arising from a breach of the manufacturer's warranty shall be limited to direct damages, and shall not include indirect or consequential damages such as loss of profits or values, except as otherwise provided by law. The terms of this Limited Warranty and Disclaimer cannot be varied by any written or verbal statements or agreements. No employee or agent of the seller is authorized to vary or exceed the terms of this Limited Warranty and Disclaimer in any manner.

EPA REG. NO. 2217-559-9240
Manufactured by WOLFILL FEE & FERTILIZER CORPORATION Morrocco, WA 93272

EPA EST. NO. 9240-WA-1
13-0-3 Weed & Feed contains the broad spectrum weed killer Trimec.*

Easy one-step application of fertilizer and weed control to feed your lawn while killing the weeds.

Promotes a quick greening lawn.

Controls: Dandelion, Chickweed, Knotweed, Plantain, Henbit, Spurge and many other broadleaf weeds, including those which are listed on back.

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS:
*Dimethylamine Salt of 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid .................................................. 0.65%

**Dimethylamine Salt of (+)-(Fl)-2-(2-methyl-4-chlorophenoxy) propionic acid ........................ 0.16%

***Dimethylamine Salt of Dicamba (3,6-dichloro-o-anisic acid) ........................................... 0.07%

INERT INGREDIENTS .............................................................................................................. 95.12%

TOTAL 100.00%

THIS PRODUCT CONTAINS:
*10.80 lbs. or 0.544%, 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid per ton.

**9.8 lbs. or 0.15% (+)-(Fl)-2-(2-methyl-4-chlorophenoxy) propionic acid equivalent per ton.

***1.20 lbs. or 0.060% 3,6-dichloro-o-anisic acid per ton.


KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

CAUTION

See back panel for additional Precautionary Statements

*TRIMEC is a registered trademark of PBW/GORDON CORPORATION.

NET WT. 40 LBS. (18.14 KG)
Covers Up To 10,000 Sq. Ft.